Ultra Backpack 32440
Dimensions: 23” H x 19” W x 12” D
The Ultra Backpack is the largest backpack offered. With exceptional
organizational features and durable materials this multi-purpose
pack is designed for you to be able to grab your AED, oxygen
tank, ALS supplies and anything else you may need whenever an
emergency happens.
On both the left and right sides of the Ultra Backpack you will find
a fold open side pocket made from Universal Precautions material.
When you open either pocket you will find a full-length, gusseted
pouch with a Dura Clear window on the lid. On the opposite side you
will find another gusseted pouch divided into three sections with a
row of multi-sized elastic tool holders.
The top front pocket contains a gusseted pouch divided into three
sections with elastic tacking for different supplies. On the opposite
side you will find a flat zippered pocket for flat supplies or papers.
The bottom front pocket contains one flat pocket and two gusset
pockets for an AED and accessories or whatever supplies you may
need.
Pull the heavy duty double zippers quickly to open the main
compartment. On the inner lid you will find three removable color
co
coded pouches with clear windows to hold supplies. Behind the
po
pouches you will find two zippered inner pockets for flat supplies.
Th
The removable dividing panel offers a combination of both flat
zizippered and clear gusseted pockets for intubation supplies along
w
with dividing the main compartment.
OOn the other side of the divider you will find two quick release
bu
buckles that are able to secure a “D” or Jumbo “D” oxygen tank. Left
of these buckles you will find two lined mesh pockets that are able
to hold portable suction and other oxygen accessories. To prevent
w
wear the corners have been reinforced with high density plastic.
Ca
Carry this bag multiple ways including the ergonomically designed
backpack straps and the side or top rubber molded handles.

*Kyoto & Montreal Compliant.
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